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Russia's Super Secret Spy Submarine Returns to Sea 

 

Podmoskovie was photographed leaving the shipyard for contractor sea trials on Oct. 22 by Oleg Kuleshov, who 
writes for the BMPD blog—a product of the Moscow-based Centre for the Analysis of Strategies and Technologies. 

Earlier this month, a Russian ballistic missile submarine (SSBN) called Podmoskovie slipped out of its pier at 
Severodvinsk for the first time in 16 years. But BS-64 Podmoskovie—which was commissioned in 1986 as a Project 
667BDRM Delfin-class (NATO: Delta IV) SSBN designated K-64—is no ordinary boomer. Over the course of nearly two 
decades, the massive submarine was modified to conduct special missions. But exactly what those missions might be 
remains somewhat of a mystery. 

Podmoskovie and her sister BS-136 Orenburg—a former Delta III SSBN—are roughly analogous to the U.S. Navy’s 
secretive USS Jimmy Carter (SSN-23)—which is a highly modified Seawolf-class boat. Carter is roughly 100ft longer 
that her two Seawolf-class sisters with the addition of a Multi-Mission Platform (MMP), which allows the submarine to 
launch and recovery of various unmanned vehicles and support special operations forces. Podmoskovie is thought to 
be similar in concept—but the Russians are not exactly keen on sharing those details for obvious reasons. 

What is known about Podmoskovie is that the massive vessel entered the shipyard in 1999 under the Russian 
Ministry of Defense’s Project 09787—which ostensibly performs deep-sea research. By 2002, the boat had its missile 
tubes removed and the special compartments similar to those on Orenburg were installed. Indeed, externally, 
Podmoskovie looks very different from a standard Project 667BDRM boat aft of the sail and she appears to have had 
her hull lengthened. 

Podmoskovie is able to launch and recover unmanned underwater vehicles, which dock on top of the submarine 
where the missiles used to be located. One such unmanned submarine is the Klavesin-1R—which was developed by 
Russia’s Institute of Marine Technology. The unmanned submarine is able to dive to depths as great as 6000m—or 
nearly 20,000ft. The unmanned vessels are equipped with a variety of high and low frequency sonars. 

Podmoskovie is also thought to be able to host the secretive AS-12 Losharik—a nuclear-powered mini-submarine 
designed for intelligence and special operations missions at extreme depths—perhaps as great as 20,000ft. While very 
little is known about Losharik, the vessel is believed to be tasked with tapping undersea cables among its various 
other missions. 

Additionally, Podmoskovie will almost certainly host the Project 1851 Paltus and Project 1910 Kashalot nuclear-
powered special operations mini-submarines. Like Losharik, the Paltus and Kashalot are thought to have both a 
research and military role. However, due to the level of secrecy surrounding these programs, there is very little 
information available about these vessels. 



It will take some time for Podmoskovie to complete its various sea trials, but all indications suggest that she will be a 
capable addition to the Kremlin’s arsenal when she returns to operational service. Podmoskovie is expected to joint 
the Russian Northern Fleet’s 29th Submarine Brigade when she rejoins the fleet. Source : The National Interest 

U.S. Navy Tested New Command in China Challenge 

 

Cmdr. Garrett Miller, commanding officer of the guided-missile destroyer USS Decatur greets the Military Sealift 
Command dry cargo and ammunition ship USNS Washington Chambers in the South China Sea as it conducts a 
replenishment-at-sea with the Bonhomme Richard Expeditionary Strike Group as part of interoperability drills. 

The U.S. Navy destroyer that sailed near Chinese-claimed islands in South China Sea last week was under orders from 
the Third Fleet headquarters in San Diego, a first aimed at bolstering U.S. maritime power in the region, two sources 
said. The USS Decatur on Friday challenged China's "excessive maritime claims" near the Paracel Islands, part of a 
string of islets, reefs and shoals over which Beijing has territorial disputes with its neighbours. It was the first time 
such a freedom of navigation operation has been conducted without the Japan-based Seventh Fleet in command and 
was a test of changes aimed to allow the U.S. Navy to conduct maritime operations on two fronts in Asia at the same 
time, two sources have said. The sources spoke on condition they weren't identified. 

Having the Third Fleet regularly command vessels in Asia, which it has not done since World War Two, means the U.S. 
Navy can better conduct simultaneous operations such as on the Korean peninsula and in the Philippines, said one of 
the sources, who is familiar with the goals of the reorganization. "It is the first iteration of what will be a more regular 
operations tempo," he said. 

The guided-missile destroyer Decatur is part of a three-ship Surface Action Group (SAG) that was deployed to South 
China Sea six months ago, said Commander Ryan Perry, a spokesman for the Third Fleet in San Diego, who confirmed 
the Third Fleet's command role. U.S. Pacific Fleet Commander Admiral Scott Swift last year signalled a wider role for 
the Third Fleet when he said he was abolishing an administrative boundary along the international date line that had 
separated the Third and Seventh fleets. Until then, Third Fleet vessels crossing the line came under Seventh Fleet 
command. 

Earlier this year, an official said more ships from the Third Fleet would be sent to East Asia. The reorganization, which 
gives the Third Fleet a bigger frontline role, comes as momentum for the United States' Asian "pivot" falters and as 
Beijing's growing assertiveness fuels tensions in the South China Sea. China claims most of the sea through which $5 
trillion in ship-borne trade passes a year. The Philippines, Vietnam, Taiwan and Brunei have overlapping claims. 

Beijing has accused Washington of deliberately creating tension by sailing its ships close to China's islands. The latest 
operation, the fourth so far, came as the Philippine's new president, Rodrigo Duterte, travelled to China seek deeper 
ties with Asia's biggest economy. Duterte is visiting U.S. ally Japan this week. The Seventh Fleet, which is 
headquartered at the Japanese port of Yokosuka near Tokyo is the most power naval fleet in Asia with some 80 ships, 
including the United States' only forward deployed carrier, the USS Ronald Reagan. The U.S. Third Fleet consists of 
more than 100 vessels, including four aircraft carriers. Source : The Maritime Executive 

3 Japanese navy ships arrive in Manila 

The 3 vessels – JS Kashima (TV-3508), JS Setoyuki (TV-3518) and JS Asgiri (DD-151) – bring 190 navy official On 
the eve of President Rodrigo Duterte's visit to Japan, 3 Japanese ships arrived in Manila on Monday, October 24, 



bringing navy officers for a series of meetings with their Philippine counterparts. "The Training Squadron of the Japan 
Maritime Self Defense Force (JMSDF) berthed here for a five-day goodwill visit to the Philippines from Oct. 23 to 27," 
the Philippine Navy said. The 3 vessels ferried 190 navy officials. A customary welcome was conducted by Philippine 
Navy vessel BRP Rajah Humabon (FF11) at the vicinity of Corregidor Island, where it escorted the Japanese vessels 
to their berthing area.  

The Japanese navy officials will have a series of engagements with their Filipino counterparts. Filipino navy officials will 
be given a tour inside the Japanese vessels. "The visit is another gesture of fostering goodwill which contributes to the 
furtherance of friendship between the PN and JMSDF established through the years with continuing commitment to 
promoting naval diplomacy and camaraderie," the navy said in a statement. Japan and the Philippines stepped up 
security cooperation during the previous administration of President Benigno Aquino III against the backdrop of 
China's aggressiveness in the South China Sea. Japan donated ships to beef up the fleet of the Philippine Coast Guard. 

In 2015, Philippine and Japanese navies flew together over the West Philippine Sea for the first time since the World 
War 2. The two countries also began talks on a possible visiting forces treaty that would allow Japanese troops in the 
Philippines. How the Duterte administration is going to proceed remains unclear as the President pivots to China and 
away from the US, a key ally of Japan. Duterte has said that Japan might, "depending on developments," join talks 
between the Philippines and China to resolve overlapping claims in the South China Sea. Duterte's state visit to China 
last week resulted in, among others, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on the establishment of "joint coast 
guard committee on maritime cooperation." Source: Rappler.com 

DSME launches second Chang Bogo-class submarine for Indonesia 

 

South Korean shipbuilder Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering (DSME) launched the second of three Chang 
Bogo-class submarines for the Indonesian Navy. Launched on Monday, October 24, the submarine is part of US$1.1 
billion deal signed in 2011. The Indonesian submarines are variants of the German Type 209 submarine which is built 
by DSME under a licensing agreement with Germany. 

The first submarine was launched earlier in March this year. Submarines one and two are expected to be delivered 
to Indonesia in March and October next year while the third submarine is to be built by Indonesian shipbuilder PT PAL 
in Surabaya. With a length of 61 meters, Indonesian Chang Bogo-class submarines displace 1,400 tonnes and 
accommodate 40 crew. According to DSME, they can travel 10,000 nautical miles without making a port call. Source : 
Naval Today 

Airbus Helicopters, DCNS team for future helicopter drone 

French naval defense company DCNS and Airbus Helicopters are to pool their expertise to design a future helicopter 
drone system for the French navy. The system will be developed around Airbus' VSR700 drone, utilizing various 
technologies needed for drones to perform aerial missions, such as data liaison, and payload capability. The VSR700 is 
derived from a light civil helicopter, the Cabri G2, designed by Hélicoptères Guimbal. 

"Rotary-wing drones will play a crucial role in tomorrow's air/sea theaters of operation, performing the role of a roving 
eye and extending the coverage of surface vessels over the horizon," said Airbus Helicopters Chief Executive Officer 
Guillaume Faury. "This partnership will see Airbus Helicopters pool its expertise in vertical flight and autonomous flight 



technologies with the skills DCNS possesses in naval combat systems, allowing us to respond to the emerging needs of 
our customers." 

Under the agreement, DCNS will be design and supply the entire warship-integrated VTOL (vertical takeoff and 
landing) drone system. It will also produce the drone's mission system, enabling real-time management of the drone's 
operations and allow its payloads to be controlled through a combat management system. Source : Space War 

The Kilo-Class Submarine: Why Russia's Enemies Fear "The Black Hole" 

 

Kyle Mizokami 

Unlike the United States Navy, which went all-in on nuclear power, Russia maintains fleets of both diesel and nuclear-
powered submarines. A land power encompassing much of Eurasia, Russian submarines are based much closer to “the 
action” than American submarines are. While Russia maintains nuclear submarines for distant ocean patrols, its fleet of 
diesel submarines is more than adequate for conflicts in Europe, the Middle East and the Russian near abroad. 

The mainstays of the Russian Navy’s conventionally powered fleet are Project 877–class submarines, known as the Kilo 
class to NATO and the West. Nicknamed the “Black Hole” submarine by the U.S. Navy, the Improved Kilos are 
extremely quiet. The class has been built more or less continuously for thirty years, a testament to their effectiveness 
at sea. 

The Kilo class was originally meant to serve the navies of the Warsaw Pact countries, replacing older Whiskey- and 
Foxtrot-class boats. The sub measures just 238 feet long by thirty-two feet wide, and displace 3,076 tons submerged. 
The ship has a crew of just twelve officers and forty-one enlisted men, and has an endurance of forty-five days before 
needing to be resupplied. 

The ships are powered by two diesel generators and an electric drive, giving them enough power to make ten knots at 
the surface and seventeen knots underwater. They are not fast submarines. They have a range of six thousand to 
7,500 nautical miles, meaning that from the Russian Northern Fleet headquarters they can patrol for one thousand 
nautical miles and then go on to Cuba. 

Neither are they particularly deep divers. According to Combat Fleets of the World, the Kilo class normally dives to just 
787 feet, with a maximum diving depth of 984 feet. The submarines do particularly well in shallow water, where a pair 
of ducted props powered by low-speed motoring motors likely allows it to operate closer to the sea floor. 

A lot of silencing went into the Kilos. The hull is described as having the approximate shape of a drop of water and 
greatly reducing water resistance over older, World War II–era submarine designs. The propulsion plant is isolated on 
a rubber base so it doesn’t touch the hull, preventing vibrations from turning into noise that can be heard outside the 
boat. The ship has a rubbery anechoic coating to deaden noise emanating from the submarine, which occasionally 
gives the submarines a blocky appearance noticeable in photographs. The air regeneration system can keep the crew 
supplied with oxygen for up to 260 hours, giving the ship almost two weeks’ worth of underwater endurance. 

The sensor suite consists of the MGK-400 Rubikon (Shark Gill) low-frequency active and passive radar suite with a 
passive hull array. It also has a MG519 Mouse Roar high-frequency radar for target classification and mine avoidance. 
For simple surface navigation and search the Kilos are equipped with the MRK-50 Albatros radar. 



Finally, the Kilos have six torpedo tubes of standard 533-millimeter diameter, and were originally configured to carry 
homing torpedoes and eighteen SS-N-15A Starfish antisubmarine missiles. On the last ships of the class, two of the 
torpedo tubes are capable of firing wire-guided torpedoes. Also unique to this class is a position for a seaman with a 
shoulder-figured Igla man-portable air-defense missile launcher. 

Twenty-four Kilo-class submarines were operated by the Soviet Union, of which eleven are still operated by Russia. 
One was sold to Poland, which remains operational, but another, sold to Romania, is no longer in service. Ten were 
sold to India; nine are still operational while the tenth caught fire and sank pier side in August 2013. Iran has three 
Kilos, and Algeria has two. China had two submarines, purchased after the end of the Cold War. 

Submarines were some of the first vessels Russian shipyards started building after the dissolution of the USSR. An 
improved version of the Kilo class, known as Project 636.3 or just “Improved Kilo,” was developed to rejuvenate a 
flagging Russian submarine force and gain hard currency from exports. 

The 636.3 class was an all-around upgrade. The dimensions of the submarine are essentially the same, but the bow 
has been reshaped to improve hydrodynamic flow. It features improved quietness due to further isolation of the 
machinery, moving other machinery to areas where they would make less noise. The submarine also has 25 percent 
greater range than previous versions. Major sonar systems however are largely the same as in the original Kilo class. 

One major improvement of the 636.3 class is the ability to launch Kalibur cruise missiles. Kalibur (the export version is 
known as Klub) is a versatile class of missile with land-attack, antiship, and antisubmarine warfare versions. In 
December 2016, the Russian submarine Rostov-on-Don launched Kalibur land-attack missiles against Islamic State. 

The People’s Republic of China was an early customer for the 636.3, buying ten submarines in the 1990s. The subs are 
apparently split between the East and South Sea Fleets. Another customer has been Algeria, which has bought two 
modern Kilos to supplement its pair of original submarines. 

Vietnam bought six 636.3 boats, with five so far delivered, as the nucleus of an anti-access/area denial force against 
its traditional enemy, China. The two countries have a history of mutual hostility, currently stoked by Chinese oil 
drilling in a contested Exclusive Economic Zone and competing claims in the South China Sea. Vietnam purchased six 
submarines for an estimated $1.8 billion dollars—a real bargain. Source : The National Interest 

Some times the Yanks over dramatise the threat to ensure they get a better cut of the budget so take it 
from whence it comes. 

Carnival Maritime extends monitoring services to 37 vessels 

 

The FOC monitors and supports 37 cruise vessels 24 hours a day 

Carnival Maritime’s Fleet Operation Centre (FOC) is to extend its monitoring services to cover 11 cruise ships in 
Carnival Corporation’s P&O Cruises, Fathom and Cunard Line brands. Based in Hamburg, Germany, Carnival Maritime 
was founded in 2015 to serve as the marine service unit for the Costa Group. Until September 2016, the organisation 
provided real-time digital support, surveillance and route planning services to cover all of the technical, nautical and 
safety aspects related to the 26 vessels in the Costa Cruises, Costa Asia and AIDA Cruises brands. The FOC, which 
operates 24 hours a day and is staffed by 14 officers on a rotational basis, now monitors and supports 37 ships for 
Carnival Corporation. 

If safety concerns arise onboard one of the 37 cruise vessels, the on-duty nautical officers can provide risk and crisis 
management, as well as route planning support. It is hoped that by using real-time technical surveillance and data 



analysis, the brands could share best practices, leverage economies of scale to reduce costs, and develop innovative 
environmental and efficiency projects. “With additional manpower and expertise, we will improve our speed to achieve 
our goal of service improvements towards brands and fleet as well as optimisation of our working procedures,” said 
Lars Ljoen, managing director of Carnival Maritime.  

Carnival Maritime has also introduced a new Nautical Department, which will be headed by Keith Dowds, vice president 
of nautical operations. The department will provide even better tactical support and professional guidance in relation 
to the nautical operations of each fleet. “The main premise behind the new Nautical Operations department is that we 
are continuously seeking to improve and share information and best practices across the fleets,” said Dowds. “We 
provide extra nautical expertise also to the brands. This will give us enormous benefits, for example when it comes to 
the deployment of the ships, their energy efficiency and port costs. Source : cruiseandferry 

This is fascinating – we have a reader who is part of Carnival lines and I hope we get a comment. This 
concept is great and shows commitment to safety, passenger comfort and economy. 

Hyundai Heavy Industries wins an order to build two 2,600 ton frigates for 
the Philippine Navy 

Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI), the world’s largest shipbuilder, has signed a contract to build two 2,600 ton frigates 
with the Department of National Defense, Republic of the Philippines, the company said in its press release. The 
frigates will be designed to be a smaller light combatant and successor to the Incheon class frigate which is now in 
active service for ROKN tailored to the requirement of the Philippine Navy with applying optimized range of good 
marine standard under naval rule from Lloyd Register, classification society.  

The 107 meter frigates to be propelled with CODAD (Combined Diesel and Diesel) propulsion system with maximum 
speed of 25knots can cover a 4,500 nautical miles range at cruising speed of 15 knots. The naval vessels will inherit 
the enhanced survivability, sea-keeping and maneuvering capability of her mother ship operable up to Sea State 5. 
The frigates heavily armed with missiles, torpedo, guns and sensors controlled by the latest combat management 
system are capable of conducting Anti-Air Warfare, Anti-Surface Warfare, Anti-Submarine Warfare and Electronic 
Warfare.  

The frigates are scheduled to be handed starting from 2020. Since the delivery of the first Korean-built frigate ROKS 
Ulsan in 1980, HHI has played a pivotal role in the modernization of ROK Navy designing major warships. And 
evidently it now expands its service to worldwide navies with advanced, affordable warships. Source : Portnews 

READER COMMENT 

1. As I recall, Amatola did well during BOST the last time, as the first SAN ship to go through that process in 
decades. I trust she will do us proud again. 

I have no doubt they will – our training has always been excellent and they will be prepared. 

2. Is it possible to mention who is in command of ships, (in brackets) when they, the ships, are discussed in 

Marnews. 

Very good suggestion – I have requested a bridge card. 

AGS 

 

 


